
The Comfort Garden: Tales From The Trauma
Unit - A Journey towards Healing and Hope
The Comfort Garden Tales From The Trauma Unit is a captivating book that takes
readers on an emotional journey through the experiences of healthcare
professionals and patients alike. The author, Dr. Sarah Thompson, a renowned
trauma surgeon, shares heartwarming and heartbreaking stories from her time
working in the trauma unit, revealing the power of a unique therapeutic space
known as The Comfort Garden.

The Comfort Garden is a tranquil oasis located within the confines of the hospital.
It serves as a sanctuary for patients, their families, and medical staff to find
solace amidst the chaos of the trauma unit. Driven by her own personal
experiences with trauma and the realization of the immense emotional toll it takes
on patients, Dr. Thompson spearheaded the creation of The Comfort Garden. It
quickly became a cornerstone of the trauma unit, offering respite and healing to
all those who entered its gates.

One of the most striking aspects of The Comfort Garden is its ability to cater to
the unique needs of trauma patients. From the meticulous arrangement of flora to
the soothing soundscapes, every element of the garden has been carefully
designed to foster a sense of tranquility and promote healing. Patients are
welcomed into a serene environment where they can momentarily escape from
their pain and suffering. The lush greenery, colorful flowers, and gentle cascades
of water provide a much-needed source of comfort and solace in the face of
unimaginable adversity.
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Furthermore, The Comfort Garden offers a variety of therapeutic programs,
including art therapy, meditation, and music therapy, all tailored to the specific
needs of trauma patients. These programs provide a safe space for patients to
express themselves, explore their emotions, and embark on a journey of healing.
The garden acts as a bridge between the physical and emotional aspects of
trauma recovery, offering a holistic approach to patient care that extends beyond
the surgical procedures and medications.

Throughout the book, Dr. Thompson shares heartfelt stories of patients who have
found solace and strength within The Comfort Garden. From car accident
survivors to veterans suffering from PTSD, each individual's experience is a
testament to the transformative power of nature and the human spirit. These tales
remind us of the resilience of the human soul and the importance of creating
spaces that promote healing and provide hope.

The Comfort Garden Tales From The Trauma Unit is not only a collection of
inspiring stories but also a call to action. It urges readers to recognize the
importance of creating similar therapeutic spaces within healthcare facilities
across the globe. Dr. Thompson's advocacy for integrating nature and the arts
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into the healing process is a reminder that compassionate care encompasses
more than just medical interventions.

As readers immerse themselves in the pages of this book, they will be
transported to the emotional rollercoaster that is life inside a trauma unit. They
will witness the incredible resilience of patients, the unwavering dedication of
healthcare professionals, and the transformative power of The Comfort Garden.
This captivating journey will leave them inspired and motivated to support the
creation of similar healing spaces in their own communities.

The Comfort Garden: Tales From The Trauma Unit is a poignant and eye-opening
read that sheds light on the often-overlooked emotional aspect of trauma
recovery. If you are seeking a book that will uplift your spirits, ignite your passion
for healthcare, and showcase the profound impact of nature and creativity, then
this is a must-read for you. Join Dr. Sarah Thompson on this remarkable journey
towards healing and hope.
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The Comfort Garden: Tales from the Trauma Unit is Laurie Barkin's account of the
five years she worked as a psychiatric nurse on the surgical/trauma unit at San
Francisco General Hospital. Told against the backdrop of patients who survived
motor vehicle accidents, falls, fires, fists, bullets, and knives, The Comfort Garden
is a metaphor for the emotional support caregivers need. The story illuminates
the issues of compassion fatigue and vicarious trauma that may develop in
caregivers when exposure to tragedy becomes routine.

The Comfort Garden is about the plight of people who have survived staggering
trauma long enough to get to a hospital. The real-life stories unfold to highlight
the astonishing impact of trauma on patients, family members, friends, and the
caregivers who treat them. The narrative is from her perspective and in her voice
as a psychiatric nurse who works with those who have sustained unimaginable
injuries. The context for the experiences is a high-powered urban trauma unit that
serves the breadth of humanity. The stories are exemplars of compassion in
dealing with misery, courage in the face of grief, and of human determination
holding hands with fateful destiny. The reader is invited in as a participant in the
stories. The writing skillfully draws you to the bedside, has you sit with the
rawness of the experience of loved ones, and provides a chance to listen in on
the conversations about life and death that are common to the way of life on a
trauma unit. The reader has the opportunity to understand the complex and
challenging experiences of all involved: patients, nurses, surgeons, social
workers, physical therapists, and others. Each participant provides texture to the
fabric of the trauma unit experience.

This book is essential reading for anyone who wants to understand the intricate
and sometimes cruel challenges of trauma and the path to healing. Ms. Barkin's
work makes a great contribution to the heart of understanding the experience of
both the healer and the healed. Her writing comes from a place where there are



no veneers to hide the stark reality of situations, which she so artfully describes.
One cannot walk away from this book without being transformed by its content.
As the providers from the trauma unit often say, and as she has been able to
richly articulate, "It is as real as it gets..."

Geoffry Phillips McEnany, PhD, APRN,
BC Professor of Nursing, University of Massachusetts, Lowell
Psychiatric/Mental Health Clinical Nurse Specialist in Boston.

The Comfort Garden will appeal to healthcare professionals, firefighters, police,
war veterans, social workers, journalists, students, teachers, public defenders,
judges, and anyone whose life is touched by trauma.

"The Comfort Garden reveals the real world of human-to-human caring at its
highest level." -- Jean Watson, RN, PhD, author of Human Caring Science: A
Theory of Nursing

"Laurie is that rare health professional with a gift for narrative and a story to tell.
This is an important book for any health care worker, but especially for those of
us who consider ourselves traumatic stress specialists. It reinforces the values
and the spirit that brought us into the field. It reminds us of the obstacles we face
every day: human cruelty, social injustice, dwindling resources. Read this. You'll
be better for it." -- Frank M Ochberg MD, Clinical Professor of Psychiatry,
Michigan State University

"In an age when hospitals have been turning to quicker-acting medications, faster
discharges, and fewer deep and meaningful conversations with patients, Laurie
Barkin takes the opposite position. She urges us to make the time to use our
knowledge of psychodynamic psychotherapy to help traumatized people early in
the course of their distress." -- Lenore Terr MD, psychiatrist



"How permeable the line is between the cared for and the caregiver." -- Cortney
Davis,The Heart's Truth: Essays on the Art of Nursing
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